Why Work at Mortenson?
Innovative? Yes. We are on the leading edge of technology, inclusion and diversity, and progress within the industry.
Travel? It depends on your role, but there are many opportunities to explore a career filled with adventure across
the country!
Job Security? Absolutely. Here at Mortenson, we are more than a construction company. We have a diversified
portfolio that allows us to withstand the highs and lows of the economy. It is because of this diversification that we
continue to be a national leader in the industry for over 60 years.
Paid? Of course. Our internships and direct hire roles all pay competitive wages.
Year-Round? Yes! We offer year-round internships including Spring (Jan-April), Summer (May-Aug), Fall (Aug-Dec).
Passionate? You have no idea. When we take on a project, we do so with care, taking everything into consideration—
not just the building requirements, but also the needs of the surrounding community. We’re invested in many types
of projects across the country, from top-of-the-line renewable energy projects, sports arenas and high voltage
substations to the most technologically advanced hospitals, higher education facilities and much more! We are
building structures and facilities to advance modern society. Are you ready to be a part of it?

Building Blocks of Success: What Can I Do with My Degree?
Our goal at Mortenson is to set every intern and new graduate up for success, no matter where your future in
construction takes you. Whether in Minnesota or across the country, in the office or out in the field, we’ll set you on
the right path for a rewarding and impactful career.
If you have a degree in Electrical Engineering, for example, you can work with our Energy and Infrastructure
business. If your focus has been on Civil Engineering, you can work in the field on one of our expansive construction
projects—or in the office fostering communication and creating the plan between the office and the field. The
possibilities are endless!
Or if you have a business-related degree, you could join our Finance and Accounting group to support the complex
financial reach of the overall company. If you have a focus in Information Technology you can ensure our systems
and network support our team members. If you have a focus in human resources, you can join our HR team to
help provide competitive pay and benefits programs, learning and development opportunities, and assistance
in navigating team member issues while placing new hires in the right place at the right time. At Mortenson, we
believe that if we take care of our people, they will do great things. And great things mean great clients and even
more innovation within the industry! These are just a few examples of how you can apply your background and skill
set to help Mortenson build new and exciting structures and facilities for the advancement of modern society.
Learn more about our internship and new graduate programs:
Learn about Project Operations roles and opportunities
Learn about Corporate roles and opportunities
Safety, teamwork and stewardship are just a few of the values we stand behind. Our team members not only
demonstrate these values but are also motivated, high-energy, and passionate. Like you, they have drive and
ambition. A career at Mortenson will allow you to work alongside these talented individuals with the same
determination for being the best in the industry.
Do you want your next role to be meaningful, fun, and full of innovation? Start your adventure and make an impact
by joining the Mortenson family today!

